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ABOUT MARTHA
Martha DuSage is an author, mentor, and energetic facilitator specializing in
helping survivors of abuse transform and transcend that experience. She
guides others to be confident in their capacity to pursue happiness.
She achieved best-seller status with her book Why Bother? Because SelfHelp is Never Stupid, published in 2014. Beyond Abuse: An Empowered
Journey of Soul, Science, & Self-Help is her latest expanded and reimaged
work on healing from abuse. The book has achieved #1 best-seller status in
new releases on Amazon.
Martha’s journey was propelled when she awakened from suppressed
memory during a workshop on heart-centered conscious awareness. That
profound experience led to deeper exploration into the study of the mind,
body, and spirit connection. With over 30 years of practice and studying
multiple methodologies, Martha shares her treasure map to healing from
abuse and helps others find the keys to joy in their adventure.
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Abuse leaves devastating long-term effects kept
in a veil of silence. Empowerment heals the
quaking, rumbling, festering wounds below the
surface.

Along with tips, techniques,
and practical advice, is the
incorporation of sound and
vibration. The author refers to
more than sixty songs, knowing
that music offers a healing
Lyrics give voice to those who have
not yet found theirs. Music adds an
uplifting element to your tumultuous
life, inviting you to find the harmony
and vibration of your soul.

Abuse Self-Help
Available in Paperback, Kindle, and Audiobook

View Book Trailer

https://youtu.be/OiFPYFs_fx8

WHAT READERS
ARE SAYING...
Thank you so much for writing this book! I feel like I
have been given permission to allow myself to heal.
Thank you!!
~ Michael Allison
The words of this book are incredible. Just listening to the song “YOU DECIDE”
really hit home, beautiful. I thank God and am very grateful that this book
has crossed my path. Thank you for the gift of inspiration. These words have
entrenched in my heart. I encourage people to read your book and savor this.
~Brett Charles Louviere
I'm so excited to see this! I've been reading Martha's book and absolutely love
it. I'm a very slow reader, another reason why I personally love this book. It
leaves an opportunity for me to read a little and then take a little time to
truly take it all in and utilize what I've read. Thank you so incredibly much
Martha DuSage! I love it so much!
~Mama Bear’s Voice
The author shares her transformational journey from victim to enlightened
survivor via personal experiences, lots of hard-earned knowledge, and
wonderful musical references. This spiritual journal isn't just for victims of
abuse.
~Deb Tower
The writing style is deep but deep into the understanding, not textbook
psycho mumble-jumble that can’t be understood. Such as the lava that boils
within us and how to use instead of boiling anger but to use creatively. So
much clarity in simple thought that the “aha moments” actually start in the
preface and introduction!
~Cheri Roan
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Coming in 2022
Beyond Abuse the Companion Course

It is through contemplation and practice that a survivor
heals. This online self-directed course expands on the book
in a way the participant can explore at a safe and
comfortable pace. It includes guided energetic processes to
rebuild trust, particularly in oneself and own intuition.

Private Mentoring and Energetic Sessions Available

Coming in 2023
New Book

Martha is available for public speaking and
interviews. A review copy is available by
request by email to:
Martha@MarthaDuSage.com

